A template approach to pragmatic constituent order variation in modern Northern Mansi

Mansi belongs to the Ob-Ugrian branch of the Uralic language family. Northern Mansi constituent order and its pragmatic variation have not been examined comprehensively until now. This lack is filled in this article, by syntactic-pragmatic template analysis, using a new model of 9+1 templatic slots, which are filled with syntactic or pragmatic functions. Thus, this study is also an attempt to combine both pragmatic and syntactic levels in the same template analysis. Moreover, Rombandeeva’s (1979; 1984) earlier observations on Northern Mansi word order, and those of other scholars, are compared to those drawn here from contemporary data.
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1. Introduction

In this article, I provide a syntactic-pragmatic linearization template for Northern Mansi constituent order. To do this, I integrate a pragmatic level into syntactic template analysis. Template analysis is a variable device which is used to analyse linearization and which has been defined, for example, by Good (2016). The idea of writing this article arose from the lack of sufficient knowledge regarding Mansi constituent order. Mansi is an
indigenous language spoken in Western Siberia. It belongs to the Ob-Ugrian branch of the Uralic language family. There are still approx. 1,000 living speakers of Mansi. Three of the four main dialects have practically vanished; only the Northern dialect is still spoken. Many basic details of Mansi grammar have still not been researched at all, or not comprehensively.

Like all Uralic languages, Mansi is an agglutinative language with a rich variety of inflectional and derivational suffixes. It also has postpositions and verbal preverbs. The Northern Mansi case system consists of an unmarked nominative case and five case endings: locative, lative, ablative, instrumental and transitive. Unlike many Uralic languages, Mansi has no genitive case: possession and other genitive-related relations are expressed with possessive suffixes. There are three numeral categories in Mansi: singular, dual and plural. All three numbers occur both in verb and noun inflection.

Northern Mansi is a language with Differential Object Agreement (DOA), which is a phenomenon closely related to Differential Object Marking (DOM, see e.g. Bossong 1985; Aissen 2003), and this is conditioned by pragmatics (Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011; Virtanen 2014; Sipőcz 2016). According to some recent studies (Skribnik 2001; Virtanen 2015; Sosa 2017), in the information structure of the Ob-Ugrian languages, pragmatic functions correlate with syntactic functions. In other words, in Mansi, information structure is primarily expressed by variation between different syntactic structures (active vs. passive inflection, indirective vs. secundative alignment, etc.), not by variation between word-order patterns. One of the aims of this study is to discover how information structure and constituent order interact with each other in Mansi.

Mansi word order is traditionally described in terms of syntactic functions. Mansi is regarded a language with a basic subject-object-verb (SOV) word order (see e.g. Kálmán 1989; Rombaneeva 1979; Riese 2001). Constituent order has been touched on and discussed by some scholars in the literature. Rombandeeva gives a description of Northern Mansi word order in her book on syntax, written in Russian (1979) and translated into German (1984). Rombandeeva can be regarded as the only native Mansi researcher and her contribution to Mansi linguistics is noteworthy.

Rombandeeva (1984: 58–60) mentions seven rules concerning the placement of syntactic functions: 1) the subject and its modifiers always precede

---

1. In this study, the phenomenon of information structure is used as a subcategory of pragmatics. Both terms are used and often they refer to the same features or functions.
the predicate, 2) the predicate is always in the sentence-final position, 3) the expression of time precedes the subject and is placed in the sentence-initial position, 4) the expression of location is immediately before the predicate, or in the sentence-initial position, 5) adverbials of manner, goal or reason precede the predicate, often also preceding the element they belong to, 6) the direct object is usually between the subject and the predicate, and 7) attributives always immediately precede the word they belong to. She also presents a description of placement of infinitives, question words, auxiliaries, causative verbs, conjunctions and particles (Rombandeeva 1984: 62–75). Further, she discusses the phenomenon of “logical emphasis”, which is parallel to the phenomenon of information structure in the modern literature: she mentions that logical emphasis can also result in changes in word order (Rombandeeva 1984: 75–77). Rombandeeva’s analysis is quite comprehensive, and one of my aims is to estimate its effectiveness by means of modern linguistics and with comprehensive corpus data.

After Rombandeeva, Mansi word order has been discussed on a narrower level by e.g. Riese (2001), Keresztes (1998), Kálmán (1989), Skribnik (2001), Bíró (2015), and Kulonen (2007). None of these authors gives a comprehensive description. Some mention the pragmatic perspective, but still the issue is not discussed thoroughly. The above-mentioned studies concern several different dialects and the differences between these dialects are relatively large, so features of one dialect cannot automatically be applied to other dialects. Riese (2001: 62–63) mentions that SOV is the basic word order, but he stresses that other orders are possible, if any constituent part bears a particular emphasis position. Kulonen (2007: 191–192) discusses Eastern Mansi, mentioning the basic SOV word order, the constituent order of verbless clauses, and the placement of modifiers and genitives. Skribnik (2001: 223), Keresztes (1998: 420) and Kálmán (1989: 63) all mention that the basic word order is SOV, but without any further elaboration.

Bíró (2015), referring to Riese (2001), notes that in Southern Mansi the basic word order can be changed to SVO due to pragmatic circumstances. Bíró also states that in Northern Mansi, the emphasized (i.e. the most focal) argument occupies the pre-verbal position, while the topic always occupies the sentence-initial position. Further, she presents the word order of indirect and secundative three-participant constructions (see e.g.

\[\text{2. The secundative construction is also known as Secondary Object Construction (see Heine & König 2010; Malchukov et al. 2010).}\]
Haspelmath 2015) both in active and passive in Northern and Southern Mansi, and comes to the conclusion that there is a pragmatic motivation behind the word-order variation between the different three-participant constructions. The most topical argument appears before the focal one, and the most focal argument is placed immediately before the predicate (Bíró 2015: 55). Consequently, instead of the most frequent order, RTV (where R = recipient; T = theme; V = verb), the rarer order, TRV, is used only in indirect structures with objective conjugation. This variation is due to pragmatic reasons. (See Bíró 2015: 53.)

All of these comments are supported by my data, but none of them describes the situation thoroughly. This study fills in the gap between the partial studies mentioned above and offers a full description of Northern Mansi word order, including the variation within it. This article discusses Northern Mansi constituent order from two perspectives: 1) bringing a pragmatic level into the discussion, 2) comparing the author’s contemporary data with that of other scholars – mainly Rombandeeva’s (1979) observations – and elaborating them with new results and views. Thus, this is an attempt to develop a template approach to both the syntactic and the pragmatic level, and possible dependencies between them.3 The aim of this study is to observe how stable Northern Mansi constituent order is, and what factors the possible variation is based on. My key questions are:

1. What kind of constituent-order variation caused by information structure exists in Northern Mansi?
2. Is the same model applicable to all syntactic structures? Are there differences between active and passive, Indirect Object Construction and the Secondary Object Construction, questions or imperatives and declarative sentences?
3. How does my data support Rombandeeva’s observations? How can my analysis supplement or develop Rombandeeva’s results?

Before proceeding, some terminology needs to be defined. My emphasis is on how the main syntactic constituents are organized inside the clause. One constituent may include several words; there may be modifiers or non-finite
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3. At this point, I would like to express my gratitude to docent Maria Vilkuna for all consultation and discussions on this study. Her advice have been more than helpful during this process.
verb forms connected to the main word. If we go further and consider the order of the components of the constituent, we talk about word order. Here, however, the emphasis is on constituents. I use the term “word order” only when referring to studies discussing word order itself or using this term.

In this context, it is also important to distinguish between syntactic functions, semantic roles and pragmatic status. One part of this study is how these levels of language correlate with each other. Syntactic functions (constituents) are referred to with well-established syntactic terms: subject (S), direct object (DO), indirect object (IO), temporal adverbial (Temp), locational adverbial (Loc), manner adverbial (Man) and agent adverbial (AgA). The category of indirect objects include two different types: the lative-marked recipient (IO_{\text{lat}}) and the instrumental-marked semantic patient (IO_{\text{instr}}). The category of adverbials is simplified to include four main categories: time, location, manner and agency. Most of the adverbials found in the data are classified among these four main types. In addition, there is a class of other adverbials for some less frequent cases like conditional or reason adverbials. Further, the phenomenon of scene-setting adverbials (ScSA) is applied: this is not an independent syntactic category, but a specific category including several types of adverbials and carrying a particular pragmatic status. A scene-setting adverbial is a temporal or locational adverb which is placed at sentence-initial position and sets a spatial or temporal framework within which the main predication holds (see e.g. Chafe 1976: 50).

Respectively, the semantic roles are named agent, patient, theme, recipient, locative, goal and source. For pragmatic status, I use the terms primary topic, secondary topic and focus. The primary topic is the most topical element in the utterance, it is the constituent the whole sentence is about. The secondary topic is also topical but less salient. Focus is new, unpredictable or contrastive information brought to the discussion. (See e.g. Lambrecht 1994: 118, 207; Dalrymple & Nikolaeva 2011; Virtanen 2014.) In a broader sense, when analysing corpus data, we can also talk about narrative topic, which is the most topical element in the whole text or spoken entity.

Further, typological features typical for Mansi have implications for terminology. In Mansi, both active and passive conjugation paradigms correlate with the syntactic subject of the clause (see Section 2.1). I distinguish the subjects of active and passive clauses by marking them SA (Subject, Active) and SP (Subject, Passive). I only pay attention to the opposition between SA and SP where it causes differences in the constituent order. Otherwise, active and passive clauses are treated equally. Secondly, we cannot ignore
the fact that Mansi is a language with a high frequency of zero anaphora: a subject or a DO is often not expressed explicitly with a nominal constituent, if it is a topical argument and referred to with a conjugation suffix.

In the following, I approach Mansi constituent order by describing how and why the placement of individual syntactic functions varies between two or more templatic slots. This is discussed at the clausal level, because each clause normally has its own verb and represents an independent meaningful unit. According to my data, this model works with both active and passive clauses. The structure of this article is as follows: In Section 2 I present the most remarkable typological features of Mansi and then, in Section 3, some general facts about word-order typology. Section 4 is devoted to my research data and the implementation of my analysis, and the detailed results of my data are given in Section 5. The main conclusions are gathered in Section 6.

2. Information structure in Mansi

In this section I briefly discuss some relevant information-structure features of Mansi. Information structure is primarily expressed by variation between different syntactic structures (see e.g. Skribnik 2001; Virtanen 2015). The data presented in this section is not to describe Mansi constituent order, but to demonstrate the pragmatic variation between different syntactic choices. To understand the details of Mansi constituent order, one has to be aware of the features presented in this section.

First of all, variation between the active and the passive voice is due to a correlation between syntactic and pragmatic functions: the higher in the pragmatic hierarchy (PT > ST > F) an argument is, the higher the syntactic function (Subject > DO > Oblique) it occupies (see e.g. Virtanen 2015). The pragmatic status of a single argument is defined by examining the following features: 1) the argument’s possible inherent topicality\(^5\), 2) the argument’s appearance in the same text, in the same paragraph, in previous sentences and in the immediately preceding sentence, and 3) any contextual factors affecting the status.

\(^4\) PT = Primary Topic, ST = Secondary Topic, F = Focus; see Section 1.

\(^5\) Inherent topicality is a property that indicates a concept being automatically more easily accessed than others, regardless of the discourse context (see e.g. Taylor 1996: 219–220). For example the 1st and 2nd person referents are very inherently topical, because they are always already accessible in the discourse situation.
If any semantic role other than the agent (i.e. patient, recipient, sometimes even locative\(^6\)) is promoted to the subject (i.e. it is the most topical syntactic argument), the passive is used. Variation between active and passive is demonstrated in examples (1–4). In examples (1) and (2) the semantic agent of the sentence is the primary topic, so an active structure is chosen to place the agent in the syntactic function of subject. In (3) and (4), a passive structure is chosen, because the primary topic is not the semantic agent. In example (1) the chosen sentence, and indeed the whole text, is about an old man. He is referred to by a third-person singular pronoun, which represents the pragmatic primary topic. Because it represents the semantic agent as well, an active sentence is used:

(1) Тав Хāлъус район Саранпāвьл-т сам-ън пат-ьс.
*Taw Xāl’ūs rajon Saranpāwēl-t sam-ən pat-əs.*
3sg Beryozovo district Saranpaul-LOC eye-LAT start-PST.3SG
‘He was born in Saranpaul village in Beryozovo District.’
(LS 21/2018: 2)

The sentence in example (2) is from another article about Ekur, another old man, whose life story has been discussed for several preceding sentences. Ekur represents the primary topic of the sentence; the sentence gives more information about him. The primary topic of the sentence is also the semantic agent: when it occupies the syntactic function of subject, it triggers an active sentence structure:

(2) Екур кŭща-г хульт-ьс.
*Ekur kūśai-γ χul̃t-əs.*
Ekur head.person-TRANSL stay-PST.3SG
‘Ekur stayed as a head of the household.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

Example (3) is about the President of the Russian Federation being taken to a museum. The article is about him, and he is also the primary topic of this sentence. In this case, however, someone else is taking him to the museum. The third-person singular pronoun represents the semantic patient, but at the same time it is the primary topic of the sentence. A passive sentence structure is chosen, and the verb is inflected in the past tense and third-person singular:

(3) *‘He was born in Saranpaul village in Beryozovo District.’* (LS 21/2018: 2)

---

6. Also the semantic role of locative can in some rare cases occupy the syntactic function of subject (e.g. Kulonen 1989: 152).
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(3) Тав тāра музей-н тот-ве-с.
Taw tāra muzej-n tot-we-s.
3SG tradition museum-LAT take-PASS-PST.3SG

‘He was taken to the Museum of Traditions.’ (LS 21/2018: 2)

Example (4) is a passive clause and includes a semantic agent, which has the syntactic function of agent adverbial and is marked with the lative case. The article in question discusses patients, who represent the primary topic of the sentence. The new information provided is that in certain cases doctors send them to their own hospital. The third-person plural pronoun (i.e. the patients) is the semantic patient of the sentence and occupies the syntactic function of subject. Therefore, the verb is inflected in the passive third-person plural:

(4) Тāн […] лēkkar-ыт-ын тāнти пульница-ныл-н
Tān […] lēkkar-ət-ən tānti pūlnitsa-nəl-n
3pl doctor-PL-LAT 3PL.STRESS hospital-POSS.PL<3PL-LAT

kēt-awe-t.
kēt-awe-t.
send-PASS.PRS-3PL

‘They […] are sent to their own hospitals by the doctors.’ (LS 1/2018: 6)

In active transitive structures, information structure is also reflected in DOA/DOM. Skribnik (2001) has discussed this concerning Northern Mansi, as has Virtanen (2014) concerning Eastern Mansi. Mansi marks a topical DO by indexing on the verb, but not focal indexing. In other words, there are two verb-inflection paradigms in Mansi. The objective conjugation is the primary technique for indexing a topical DO, it is used when the verb is accompanied by a topical DO (see Virtanen 2013; 2014). An objective-conjugation ending indicates the person and number of the subject, as well as the number of the DO. The subjective conjugation is used when there is no DO (intransitive action, or transitive action without a specified object), or it is accompanied by a non-topical (focal) DO. Examples of these variations can be found here, for instance, in examples (5), (9), (27), (28), (29) and (39) for the objective conjugation and (1), (2), (6), (7) and many others for the subjective conjugation.

A good example is number (5) below, where the DO turns from focal to topical. When the book or report is first mentioned with its author,
the verb is in the subjective conjugation (хансыс ‘wrote’), because of the focality of the DO. Right after that, the book is topicalized, and in the next clause it appears as a topical DO only referred to with an objective-conjugation verb ending (кётыста ‘sent [it]’). The DO is the secondary topic of the latter clause, while the subject remains the primary topic of the whole sentence.

(5) Тав та пāвъл-т сāлы-η мāхум ялэпнъ \[5:3SG that village-LOC reindeer-ADJ people sacred\] хōтαл-анил уръл проект+нēпак ханс-ыс ос ты \[5:day-3pl about project+book write-pst.3sg and this\] касылн-н кēт-ыс-тэ. \[5:competition-LAT send-pst-sg<3sg\] ‘She wrote a project report about the sacred day of the reindeer keepers in the village, and sent it to a competition.’ (LS 23/2019: 2)

Further, the most topical subjects and DOs are not expressed explicitly at all but only referred to with a verb ending. Examples (6) and (7) are equal main clauses of the same sentence. Both of them lack an overt subject, which is only referred to with a past tense ending, a zero ending referring to the singular third-person. The subject referent is a reindeer, but due to its high topicality and mentions in the immediately preceding sentences, the noun argument is not repeated here:

(6) Тӱр вāта хосыт īман-ас […] \[6:lake coast along saunter-pst.3sg\] ‘[The reindeer] sauntered along the lakeside […]’ (LS 15/2017: 15)

(7) […] пēлп āнът-ɘ-тыл мā χилая-с. \[7:sharp horn-poss.sg<3sg-ins land dig-pst.3sg\] ‘[…] and dug the ground with his sharp horn.’ (LS 15/2017: 15)
In the same way, in (8) there is no overt third-person plural subject in the passive clause. The text is about patients and how they are taken care of and informed about illnesses; the phenomenon of patients of the hospital is very accessible in this context. For this reason, a highly topical subject can be recognized by the context, and it is referred to with a normal verb ending.

(8) Мā́нь нē̄пак+лō̄мт-ыт-ыл май-вḗ-с-ыт […]
    Mā́ń nē̄pak+lō̄mt-ətl maj-wē-s-ət […]
    small book+piece-PL-INS give-PASS-PST,3PL

‘[The patients] were given small booklets […]’ (LS 20/2018: 4)

Besides the variation between active and passive described above, there is pragmatic variation between ditransitive structures (see 9–11). Northern Mansi ditransitive constructions have recently been examined by Bíró and Sípőcz (2017) from the typological point of view. Referring to the terminology of Malchukov et al. (2010), they state that the Northern Mansi ditransitive constructions are the Secondary Object Construction (SOC) (or Secundative Alignment) and the Indirect Object Construction (IOC) (or Indirective alignment) (Bíró & Sípőcz 2017: 44–45). Also in ditransitive clauses, both active and passive, the most topical element occupies the syntactic function of subject and is the one the verb correlates with.

Example (9) illustrates the active Secondary Object Construction, where the semantic recipient occupies the syntactic function of DO, while the semantic theme appears as an instrumental-marked IO. A structure like this is used when the semantic theme is the pragmatic focus of the sentence, and the recipient is the secondary topic. Example (9) is from a news article about administration workers. Local leaders are awarding some of them for their good work. These leaders have been mentioned previously, so the semantic agent (third-person plural pronoun) is the primary topic and occupies the syntactic function of subject. The semantic recipients have been mentioned and are textually topical (their exact number is mentioned for the first time, whereas previously an approximation was given). So, the recipient is the pragmatic secondary topic: it appears as a syntactic DO and is accompanied by the objective conjugation. The new information in the sentence is the award of Certificates of Merit: as a focal argument the semantic Theme (Certificate of Merit) occupies the syntactic functions of IO, and it is inflected in the instrumental case.
Examples (10) and (11) are both from a newspaper article about the Russian president’s visit to Khanty-Mansiysk: (10) is the title of the article. The most topical element of the clause is the president. The new information (focus) in the title line is that he was given a traditional Mansi belt. For this reason, the passive Secondary Object Construction is used: the semantic recipient occupies the syntactic function of subject, and the semantic theme is marked with the instrumental case (as in 6). The semantic agent, which is focal as well, is marked with the lative case.

The active sentence in example (11) illustrates the Indirect Object Construction: it is from the same article as example (10) and discusses the exact same action, but from a wholly different perspective. In (11), the semantic agent appears as the subject of the sentence: from the context we know that the man, called Aleksandr, is one of the performers in the visit program, as he has been mentioned along with two other persons in preceding sentences. Consequently, the semantic agent is the pragmatic primary topic and appears as the syntactic subject. An active sentence structure is chosen. The belt, the semantic theme, is focal, so it is accompanied by the subjective conjugation. The semantic recipient, the president, is marked with the lative case.
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(11) Эрыг оигпам юи-пāлт Александр Президент-ын хум

עֵרֶג אוּיְפָמ יַיִי-פָּלֵט אלֶקֶסְנֶדְר הְרֶסְיֶדְנט-וֹן חֻם

song end after Aleksandr president-LAT man

хотпа энтап муилупта-с.

χότπα éνταπ μυίλυπτα-ς.

person belt give.a.present-pst.3sg

‘After the song was sung, Aleksandr gave a male belt to the president.’

(LS 21/2018: 2)

To sum up, Table 1 gathers together correlations between different sentence structures, semantic roles and syntactic functions (for more details, see Virtanen 2015: 53–58). On the horizontal bar we can see the active and passive 1-participant (intransitive), 2-participant (monotransitive) and 3-participant (ditransitive) structures. The vertical bar is for the semantic functions, and the chosen syntactic functions are marked as matches between the sentence structures and the semantic functions. These are not absolute correlations, but on a large scale, these are reliable prototype situations.

Table 1: Summary of correlation between semantic and syntactic functions in different syntactic structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active 1-P</th>
<th>Passive 1-P</th>
<th>Active 2-P</th>
<th>Passive 2-P</th>
<th>Active 3-P Sec.</th>
<th>Passive 3-P Indir.</th>
<th>Passive 3-P Indir.</th>
<th>Passive 3-P Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Subject -</td>
<td>Subject (LAT)</td>
<td>Oblique Subject (LAT)</td>
<td>Oblique Subject (LAT)</td>
<td>Oblique (LAT)</td>
<td>Oblique (LAT)</td>
<td>Subject (LAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Subject DO</td>
<td>Subject (INSTR)</td>
<td>DO Subject (INSTR)</td>
<td>Subject (LAT)</td>
<td>IO (LAT)</td>
<td>IO (LAT)</td>
<td>Subject (LAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>DO</td>
<td>IO (LAT)</td>
<td>IO (LAT)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the table above shows, each semantic role is realized as multiple syntactic functions. How does this variation influence the linear order of syntactic functions in an utterance? The variation between different syntactic structures described in examples (1–11) above is dependent on the correlation between syntactic and pragmatic functions, while the constituent order is primarily in connection with syntactic and pragmatic functions of individual arguments. As described in the following sections, the constituent order is not dependent on the chosen syntactic structure: the same linear
order can be applied to any structure (e.g. active, passive, 2-participant and 3-participant). In Section 5, I demonstrate the pragmatic constituent order variation I found, and how it works in different syntactic solutions.

3. Word order and constituent order as a typological question

In this section, I briefly present some general features and tendencies of word-order typology, and then proceed to the pragmatic approaches (Section 3.1). Finally, I discuss the phenomenon of the syntactic template as a device for describing constituent-order variation (Section 3.2).

3.1. Perspectives on word-order typology

Word order can be examined from several perspectives, which are situation-dependent. In his word-order handbook, Song (2012: 3–4) sees four approaches as relevant to linguistics today: linguistic typology, generative grammar, optimality theory and performance-based theories. From the point of view of this study, optimality theory and performance-based theories are the most relevant. It is also worth mentioning linguistic typology, which was used also in the seminal typological analysis by Greenberg (1963). Greenberg's approach, the first attempt ever to create a comprehensive word-order typology, concentrates on basic word order, i.e. the order of a stylistically neutral, independent, indicative clause with full noun-phrase participants; it is a prototypical transitive clause (Siewierska 1988: 8). Basic word order is normally approached by examining the division of the syntactic core arguments Subject (S), Direct Object (O) and Verb (V). The frequency hierarchy of the six basic word-order patterns is SOV > SVO > VSO > VOS > OVS > OSV (Song 2012: 25).

Optimality theory has been derived from generative grammar and, as the name implies, aims at achieving optimal output selection in word order (see e.g. Costa 1997; 1998; 2001; Zepter 2003). In the terms of the theory, an input can be realized as different outputs, and violable constraints affect the decision between possible outputs. The aim is to find the optimal satisfaction within conflicting constraints. There are no language-specific restrictions on the input, only on the output. Similarly to linguistic typology, optimality theory is very focused on basic word order.

Within the performance-based approach, Song mentions the Principle of Early Immediate Constituent Theory. In this view, different word
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Orders reflect the way languages respond to the demands of rapid and efficient processing in real time (Hawkins 1994: 57; Song 2012: 237). Briefly, language use is social interaction, and it should be approached from the perspective of how the hearer is receiving it. The hearer’s processing is maximized when the immediate constituents of a given syntactic domain are recognized as rapidly and as early as possible (Song 2012: 259). Song criticizes Hawkins for focusing on processing rather than producing language (Song 2012: 259–260). Considering both opinions, Hawkins’s theory has something in common with information-based theories like the one used here; information-structure research deals with the question of what the hearer is expected to know and understand.

While Song intends to be comprehensive, he wholly ignores information-based theories, only briefly referring to some approaches. He justifies his choice by stating that information-based theories vary widely, that – referring to Hawkins (1994) – they do not play a remarkable role in word-order-related research, and they fail to address the issue of grammaticalized word orders and correlations (Song 2012: 6–7). Contesting these views, the pragmatic or information structural level is essential to the analysis in this study. The Mansi basic word order has been proven to be SOV (see Section 1). My analysis extends to variation beyond the basic word order. Word order flexibility is possible, as basic word order patterns in an individual language vary considerably (Siewierska 1988: 10–11). It is important to note that in the research material used here, the different placement possibilities of the other arguments (besides S, O and V) may also vary due to pragmatics.

Siewierska examines word-order variation using linearization hierarchies. Referring to Allan (1987), she classifies them into three groups: formal hierarchies (e.g. length, structural simplicity or complexity), dominance hierarchies (e.g. personal hierarchies, semantic roles) and familiarity hierarchies (Siewierska 1988: 29–103). The familiarity hierarchies include the more familiar > less familiar hierarchy, the topic > comment hierarchy and the given > new hierarchy (Siewierska 1988: 61–75). She also mentions definiteness and referentiality hierarchies. In the broadest sense, all of the above are connected to information structure. Giving examples from various languages, Siewierska demonstrates how the word order of a single language can be affected by familiarity, topicality and the givenness or definiteness of the referents. Whether any familiarity hierarchy affects the word order or not is language-dependent: this is not possible in languages with a fixed word order. Downing (1995: 15–16) discusses the question of
topicality and word order: using the traditional terms *theme* and *rheme* she grounds the need of theme-initial utterances with the natural need to present the thematic, known information first, and to share the most unpredictable information at clause-final position. As I show in Sections 5 and 6, my Mansi data supports Downing’s statement.

The difference between languages with fixed and pragmatically conditioned word order can be described using the opposition of *configurational* vs. *non-configurational* languages (see e.g. Hale 1983; Baker 2003). In configurational languages, syntactic functions occupy fixed places within the sentence structure, while in non-configurational languages the placement of a single constituent is dependent on other factors. As my data show, Mansi is neither a purely configurational nor a non-configurational language: some syntactic functions have fixed positions inside the syntax while others are placed according to their pragmatic functions. Van der Wal (2009) has come up with a similar conception: languages are not purely configurational or non-configurational, but rather they lie on a continuum of different features. Van der Wal (2009: 134) also questions the whole phenomenon of non-configurational language:

[…] the term ‘non-configurational’ does not seem appropriate to refer to languages. There are striking differences between languages in terms of word order and constructions, so the question is: what determines the configuration of sentences in a language? For the ‘configurational’ languages, the most influential factor is the syntactic functions and argument relations.

How should we refer to a language which is not a configurational one? É. Kiss (1995) describes Hungarian – a close relative to Mansi – with the term *discourse configurational* language: in a discourse configurational language pragmatic functions occupy fixed places within the syntax. Similarly Vilkuna (1989; 1995) has described Finnish word order as a *discourse conditioned* system. She defines the three main parts of sentence structure as the K, T and V fields (Vilkuna 1989: 37–40): T is for the function of a constituent that immediately precedes the finite verb in a textually neutral sentence, K is for the function of a constituent that precedes T, and the V field is the part of sentence that follows T. Despite the slightly complicated definitions, in practice K, T and V refer to pragmatic functions that occupy fixed places within the linear order: they function as pragmatic domains and are not directly connected to syntactic functions.
É. Kiss (1995: 6) defines two properties of discourse configurational language: 1) the discourse-semantic function *topic* is expressed through a particular structural relation; 2) the discourse-semantic function *focus* is expressed through a particular structural relation. In Mansi, the first property means that the syntactic function of subject – with some natural exceptions – correlates with the most topical element of the sentence: variation between the active and the passive voice is due to correlation between syntactic functions and pragmatic status (see examples in Section 2). The second property is realized by placing focal elements in syntactic non-core functions, and as a natural consequence of the previous statement, often marking them with oblique cases. (See e.g. Skribnik 2001; Virtanen 2016.) However, these conditions are not fully met in Mansi, for as Skribnik (2004) describes, also subject foci are possible in particular conditions.

At this point it is worth mentioning that in connection with (di)transitive structures, the variation between constituent order has also been examined from the point of view of valency. It has been proven that, for example, in German the obligatory adverbials (in terms of the valency) follow the non-obligatory ones in the surface word order (see Flämig 1991). Valency factor is excluded from this current study, because the following template analysis proves very clearly that the adverbials are placed according to their functions (time, place and manner). Combining valency with this analysis would likely not bring any valuable further results. This does naturally not exclude the possibility of examining the effects of valency in further studies.

3.2. Syntactic template as a device for describing constituent-order variation

Observing Mansi data easily raises the question whether the language can be defined as purely configurational or non-configurational at all, since it demonstrates features of both. The closest definition would be discourse configurational, but this still needs elaboration. In the following sections I will demonstrate how Northern Mansi constituent order is dependent, on the one hand, on syntactic functions, and on the other, on the order of pragmatic status. This complex two-level system is described by template analysis. A template approach can be used to observe the variation in constituent order from several perspectives: this way a partly configurational or discourse configurational language can be described on both the syntactic and pragmatic levels simultaneously. This shows that what we
call variation above, actually only varies in terms of syntactic functions, because from the interdimensional point of view, constituent order is very consistent. My main aim here is to describe the factors affecting Mansi constituent order as fully as possible.

The term “template” is not easy to define, because it includes various kinds of analysis of different levels of language structure, and it is not meant to refer to a strictly delimited device. Good (2016: 7) defines a template as follows: “An analytical device used to characterize the linear realization of a linguistic constituent whose linear stipulations are unexpected from the point of view of a given linguist’s approach to linguistic analysis.” However, Good (2016: 22–23) points out that the citation above is a descriptive definition, not a prescriptive one. Further, Good amplifies his definition by specifying that when greater terminological precision is needed, the term desmeme should be applied to emphasize merely linear stipulation, and to avoid the problematic phenomenon of unexpectedness (Good 2016: 23). In other words, template analysis can be adapted to situations with expected stipulations as well.

A template can be used for describing morphological, morphophonological or – as is done here – syntactic linearizations. Morphophonological and morphosyntactic templates have a prominent place in the literature (Good 2016: 66), but that does not exclude the use of syntactic templates either. According to Good (2016: 17–18), templates have been successfully applied to German syntax (Höhle 1986; Kathol 1995; 2000; van Riemsdijk 2002) and Dutch syntax (Shannon 2000). Interestingly, the work of Vilkuna (1989; see Section 3.1) on Finnish syntax can also be regarded as a template analysis, as the three fields she applies to constituent order can be understood in the same way as the slots in my analysis (see Section 5). Mansi and Finnish are distantly related languages, and while they are very different, they share some common features.

The vast diversity of environments where templates are applied are well reflected in the unsettledness of the terminology and practices used. The aim of a template analysis is to identify and define the factors that influence the linear order of components, and in the following, these linear positions are called slots. There is no single correct way of doing template analyses. As Good humorously expresses it, templates are “a twice incoherent class of phenomena” (Good 2016: 22) or a “wastebasket” (Good 2016: 27). Though many kinds of approaches are taken, a common feature is that the final result is a linear representation of the components involved.
Good (2016: 40–103) makes an effort to provide a settled template terminology, which he calls a description language for templates. He describes in detail how the elements and features involved in the analysis should be named, and how the terminology varies. He starts by defining basic phenomena like stricture, foundation, desmeme and component, and describing their features. Every template analysis practically includes these four elements, even if they are not named so. According to Good’s (2016: 53–54) terminology, component is an immediate subconstituent of a given templatic construction: the analysis normally discusses the occupancy of the components. In this study, components are syntactic (phrasal) constituents that occupy numbered slots inside the template. Stricture is a feature that classifies the nature of the linearization specifications in a given template: it is either the length or the order of the components (Good 2016: 66). In this study, the stricture is simply order: the main question concerns the linear order of the syntactic constituents. Foundation is a feature describing how components of a template are organized into an overall templatic form; the foundation can be either span or arch type. A span foundation includes left-support components and right-support components, and the remaining components (Restkomponenten) are placed between them. An arch foundation is built around a keystone, which is the topmost component at the centre (head) of the template. The components directly adjacent to the keystone are called voussoirs, and they are either left-support or right-support – depending on which side of the keystone they are placed. (See Good 2016: 75–77.)

As can be seen in Section 5, this current template analysis represents the span model with a right-support verb and a left-support primary topic. In other words, both syntactic and pragmatic functions are involved simultaneously. Finally, desmeme is used as a synonym for template: it refers to the whole linear pattern analysed (Good 2016: 65). The desmeme is here represented by a clause. Before proceeding, it is worth noting that this template analysis does not exactly adhere to any kind of “Good’s model”, although it can be described in the framework of Good’s terminology. For the needs of this study, in the light of recent research and the nature of my data, the template analysis had to be applied to the pragmatic level. This kind of template analysis enables accurate and interdimensional observation of the linear order of constituents when the order is affected by both syntactic and pragmatic factors. This model results in partly very similar descriptions as Rizzi (1997) or É. Kiss (1995). Rizzi and É. Kiss, however,
focus on realization of the main pragmatic functions, while my template analysis gives an interdimensional description of the effects of both pragmatic and syntactic factors. Placement possibilities of individual functions are discussed as a part of a larger entity. The details of implementation of my template analysis are presented in Section 5.

4. Research data and implementation of the analysis

In this section, I will first briefly present the source and content of my research data, and then describe the classification of the data and implementation of data classification and the analysis.

4.1. Research data

My data are gathered from Лыймă сĕрипос [Lūimă Sēripos], the only up-to-date Mansi newspaper, published twice a month in Khanty-Mansiysk. An average issue contains 15–20 pages. Although the data is from one single source, the genres published within it vary, e.g. standard news articles, interviews, letters from readers and folklore texts. Altogether 12 articles or other texts are included from the 2014, 2017 and 2018 volumes of the newspaper, a total of 676 entries. The 12 articles were chosen so that different genres, variable topics and different authors are represented, but also so that the length of an individual article is between 20 and 150 clausal entries.

This source was chosen mainly due to its contemporary nature and sufficient variety. The sources for written Mansi are limited, because the language is used only in restricted circumstances. The easiest way to include folklore texts was to gather them from the same source as all other data, because the same Cyrillic orthography is applied. The data naturally includes various sentence types, such as declaratives, questions and imperatives, which vary according to the genre of the text. When something in the analysis is connected to the sentence type, this is clearly stated. Most often the same model can be applied to any sentence type, as the next section will show.
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4.2. Implementation of the analysis

My template analysis was implemented in several phases, where the results of one phase led to decisions concerning the next one. The data have been first divided into clauses, and one clause provides one entry. The final result was a 9+1 slot model, which I found suitable for describing the variation of syntactic order. This analysis was not implemented in pre-planned steps, rather finishing one step always led to decisions concerning the next one. Afterwards, I named the phases as follows:

1. Providing desmemes (chains of constituents) out of clauses.
2. Creating a table with desmemes on horizontal lines.
3. Adjusting the components (constituents) and the slots (vertical columns).
4. Deciding on the number of slots and naming them. Adding a pragmatic level to the analysis.
5. Turning the template to a vertical position.
6. Analysing variation in placement of single syntactic functions and deepening the pragmatic level of the analysis.

In the fifth phase, the template was turned to a vertical position, as presented in Table 2. Beside the syntactic analysis presented above, also a preliminary pragmatic analysis was implemented: the individual referents were analysed according to their appearance in the whole text, in the same paragraph, in previous sentences and in the immediately previous sentence. In this way they were defined as primary topics, secondary topics, scene-setters and foci or pragmatically neutral arguments. Also their possible inherent topicality was examined. This analysis resulted in preliminary remarks on how the topicality or focality of an individual argument influences its placement inside the linear order. Still, the real analysis was finished in the sixth phase, when the results and conclusions were combined in the form of a pragmatic template (see Table 4 in Section 6).

The preliminary template (see Table 2) has 9+1 slots and includes alternative slots: for example, subject varies for pragmatic reasons between two slots (1 and 7), and both are marked in the table. Already in this phase, some rearrangement was carried out to combine the pragmatic analysis with the syntactic one. For example, focal DOs were moved from Slot 6 to Slot 8, in case Slots 7 and 8 were not occupied yet. The first slot of this model is marked 0, because it is occupied quite rarely and only by elements that do not affect the order of the other constituents.
Table 2: Ten slots filled by syntactic or pragmatic functions. The template is refined in Section 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Function Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Scene-setting adverbials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Subj-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Temp-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Loc-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Loc/Temp-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D-slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Subj-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Focus slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Verb slot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> For the definition of directionals or directional adverbials, see Section 5.3.

Before proceeding, note that the template is refined in the sixth phase of the analysis (see Section 6). The interdimensional nature of the analysis makes the description complicated. Because of the pragmatic variation described in Section 2, one syntactic function often correlates with particular pragmatic functions. There are syntactic functions that always occupy the same linear positions, with minor exceptions, but also pragmatic functions that occupy a certain position independently of the syntactic functions they represent: mapping out these occupancies is one of the main aims of this article. There are very clear and visible constituent-order hierarchies between syntactic functions. Some functions occupy their own slots alone; some slots are shared by several functions. If there is a function missing from an individual sentence structure, the slot in question remains unoccupied.

In the following Section 5, this approach is presented function by function, not in the numerical order of the slots but starting with the syntactic core arguments and their placement, and proceeding towards the less prominent constituents. Finally, an elaborated template model (Phase 6) is presented in Section 6.
5. Linear placement of syntactic functions in my data

In this section, I present the core findings of my analysis in detail, taking into account both the syntactic and pragmatic level simultaneously. Subsection 5.1 is devoted to the clause-final placement of verbs. In Section 5.2, the placement of subject and its variation are discussed in detail. Indirect and direct objects are discussed in Section 5.3, and the adverbials of locations, time and manner in Section 5.4. Finally, the placement of agent adverbials, nominal predicates and infinitives is presented in Section 5.5, and some questions concerning interrogatives in Section 5.6.

In the following subsections, the data examples are preceded by a template description: above each original data sample, the syntactic functions are listed in the right linear order, accompanied by their slot numbers. For example, a manner adverbial in Slot 4 is labelled “Man:4”, a predicate verb in Slot 9 is labelled “V:9”, etc.

5.1. On verb-finality

According to Rombandeeva (1984: 58–60), the strongest or most stable feature of Northern Mansi word order is that the verb always occupies the absolute clause-final position. My data support Rombandeeva’s statement: 624 examples out of 676 are verb-final. This means that 92% of the clauses are verb-final, but not all include a predicate verb; of those clauses which do include a predicate verb, 99% are verb-final. 99% of all clauses without a predicate verb include a nominal predicate placed at slot 9 (see Section 5.5). A verb can be only followed by a conjunction or – due to recent Russian influence – an infinitive.

Examples (12) and (13) are typical verb-final sentences that represent the strong majority in my data. Independently of the pragmatic context, the verb occupies the sentence-final position in both the active (12) and the passive (13).

Man:4–V:9

(12) Касын хотпа эр-нэ тёла-т урыл потырт-ас.
Kasən xətəpa ər-ne təla-t uryəl potərt-as.
every person concern–PRS.PTCP thing–PL about speak–PST.3SG
‘She talked about things that concern all of us.’ (LS 1/2018: 6)
Example (14) illustrates another default situation. The predicate is followed by a conjunction but is still regarded as sentence-final. In Table 2 the corresponding slots are Slot 9, and a conjunction following it.

To sum up, the verb or a nominal predicate occupies the verb-final position and, in any clause type (for nominal predicates, see Section 5.5), it may only be followed by conjunctions or infinitives. Complex predicates are briefly discussed in Section 5.5. There are only minor exceptions to this rule in my data, and these exceptions are clearly due to Russian influence and not discussed here.

5.2. Placement of the subject

One of the most regular alternation types in my data is the variation in the placement of the subject in active and passive clauses (SA and SP) between two stable slots. Rombandi(1979; 1984) mentions that the subject precedes the predicate, and my data support this statement with minor exceptions. In my analysis, I reserved two slots (1 and 7) for subjects. These two slots are symmetrically occupied by subjects – not simultaneously but in either one or the other. Slot 1 is called Subj-A, and Slot 7, Subj-B in my analysis. Analysing corpus data, however, is not so simple. For example, if we have a clause with only a subject and a verb, or with a subject, a DO

7. In some special cases the syntactic Subject is placed just after the Verb. These cases are not relevant from the point of view of this study, and they are not discussed here.
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following it, and a verb, do we have a Subj-A or a Subj-B? In other words, if the subject is both clause-initial and in the second to last slot before the predicate, which should be regarded as the primary choice? Cases like this need some further elaboration. In this study they are regarded as sentence-initial (Subj-A), because – as shown in the following – Subj-B is connected to particular pragmatic circumstances, which do not occur with sentences including only a subject, DO and predicate.

As demonstrated in Section 2, the primary topic of the utterance occupies the syntactic function of subject, and this causes variation between different syntactic structures. At the same time, the most topical elements are placed in the sentence-initial position. As a result of these two tendencies together, the syntactic subject is often in the sentence-initial position. If the SA/SP is not following a scene-setting local, directional or temporal adverbial, it occupies the sentence-initial position. In my data, 63% of the sample entries include an explicitly marked syntactic SA or SP. In 71% of the sentences with a subject, the SA/SP argument occupies the sentence-initial slot. This number includes also the cases where the SA/SP argument is in Slot 1 and all slots from slots 2 to 7 are empty. In 29% of these cases, Slot 7 is occupied by the SA/SP. (See Appendix.)

Variation between Subj-A and Subj-B in both active and passive is briefly demonstrated in examples (15–18). In the first two, the SA or SP is placed in sentence-initial position. In both (15) and (16) the syntactic subject is the primary topic of the sentence. Example (15) is from a folklore tale about a Mansi man called Zakhar and what happened to him one winter. The third-person singular subject is not only the primary topic of this sentence, but also the narrative topic of the story.

\[
\text{SA:1–Dir:6–V:9} \\
(15) \quad \text{Cāharka vōr-n mina-s.} \\
\quad \text{Sāχarka wōr-n mina-s.} \\
\quad \text{Zakhar forest-LAT go-PST.3SG} \\
\quad \text{‘Zakhar went to the forest.’ (LS 15/2017)}
\]

Example (16) is from a news article about children who were taken to the forest to participate in traditional activities. The children are the narrative topic and also the primary topic of this sentence. In the sentence it is stated that before doing hunting exercises they were given bows and arrows. Arrows and bows are the focal elements of the clause. The children, i.e. the
semantic recipient of the clause, represent the primary topic and for that reason it occupies the syntactic function of subject. A passive structure is chosen:

\[
\text{SP:1–IO:8–V:9} \\
(16) \text{Tān jōwt oc lōmt-əl māj-wē-s-ət.} \\
\text{3pl bow and arrow-ins give-pass-pst-3pl} \\
\text{‘They were given bows and arrows.’ (LS 21/2018: 4)}
\]

Subjects preceded by a conjunction are regarded here as SA/SP-initial clauses. A conjunction can be placed in several positions, but it does not influence the order of the other constituents. In example (17) we have a subordinate clause beginning with a conjunction (Slot 0), followed by the SA/SP (Slot 1).

\[
\text{Conj:0–SA:1–Inf+Neg:8–V:9} \\
(17) \text{Χoti χόtpa-t ūktał-əŋkwś at wērm-śs-ət […]} \\
\text{if person-pl arrive-inf neg be.able-pst-3pl} \\
\text{‘In case people are not able to come [to the health centre]…’} \\
\text{(LS 20/2018: 4)}
\]

In examples (18–20) a temporal or locational expression occupies the sentence-initial position, a locational expression follows it, and the syntactic subject comes just after these (Slot 7). In other words, the order of other constituents does not change, but the subject is postposed at Slot 7, just after the adverbials. The subject is included in an utterance describing something that happened during the mentioned period of time or at a particular location.

This kind of adverbial expression is called a scene-setting adverbial (see Section 1). The nature of scene-setting adverbials in different languages has been discussed in the literature. An important observation from the

---

8. In this template, the placement of several components of a complex predicate may overlap in Slot 8. In this case, both an infinitive and a negation particle are placed in the same slot. Consequently, both are calculated in the total number of occupancies. This exceptional arrangement concerns only parts of complex predicates – for more details see Section 5.5.
point of view of this study is that scene-setting adverbials are placed within the topic field (see e.g. Benincà & Poletto 2004). Further, for example Rizzi (2004) has stated that they are not part of the topic, as they do not correspond to the definition of topic, but rather they occupy an independent position. As proven by my data, scene-setting adverbials share the sentence-initial position with the topic, but there is no need to call them topics. The subject does not lose its (inherent) topicality as in (18), but as a scene-setting element, an adverbial occupies the sentence-initial position, and the subject occupies Slot 7.

Temp:2–Loc:3–SA:7–V:9

(18) Тāл сыс округ янытыл ам sāw mā-t
Tāl sis okrug janitəl am sāw mā-t
year during district around 1sg a.lot.of land-PL

jalasa-s-um [...] visit-pst-1sg

‘During this year I have visited a lot of places around the whole district [...]’ (LS 1/2018: 6)

In example (19), the temporal adverbial appears as a scene-setting adverbial. The clause is from an article about a communal house-building project. In the previous sentences it has been mentioned that new houses are being built, and also the Sartyn'ya village has been mentioned among the involved areas. However, the temporal expression “this year”, which is actually new information, is placed at sentence-initial position, because it sets a temporal framework within which the main predication holds.

Temp:2–Loc:3–SP:7–V:9

(19) Ти тāл Сортынъя-т кит jilˈpi kol-əy
Ti tāl Sortinja-t kit jilˈpi kol-əy
this year Sartyn'ya-LOC two new house-du

‘This year, two brand-new houses were built in Sartyn'ya [...]’ (LS 1/2018)
Further, as stated above, in some rare cases the scene-setting adverbial is placed at Slot 0 in my template. In those cases the subject is placed at Slot 1, other adverbials follow it, but the scene-setting adverbial precedes it. In example (20) the subject follows the temporal adverbial, and other constituents occupy their normal slots.


(20) Аквта тал тав Āс+угорский театр-ын рүпит-аъкве
Akwta tāl taw Ās+ugorskij teatr-ən rūpit-aŋkwe
same year 3sg Ob+Ugrian theatre-LAT work-INF

патхата-с.

patχata-s.
start-PST.3SG

‘During the same year, he started to work for the Ob-Ugrian theatre.’

(LS 21/2018: 2)

Example (21) shows a typical polar question without a question word, provided only with intonation. The locational expression ‘at home’ is not a topical element, while the second-person singular pronoun and ‘mother tongue’ are in this context, but as a scene-setting adverbial it occupies the sentence-initial position:


(21) Юн нāн щāнь лāтŋ-ыл потырт-эг-ын?
Jun nān sān lātn-əl potərt-ey-ən?
at.home 2sg own language-INS speak-PRS-2SG

‘Do you speak your mother tongue at home?’ (LS 22/2019: 9)

Finally, it is relevant to ask whether SAs and SPs behave in the same way. In other words, is there any difference between active and passive clauses? My data include 332 active entries with an explicitly expressed subject, and 89 passive entries with an explicitly expressed subject. Of these, 74% of the active subjects are placed in Slot 1, while the corresponding figure for the passive is 63%. The difference of eleven percentage points is perhaps not remarkable in this context, but possible differences between subjects of active and passive clauses remain a question for further studies.
5.3. Placement of DOs, IOs and directional adverbials

In this subsection I will discuss the linear placement of direct and indirect objects and directional adverbials. As described in Sections 1 and 4.2, indirect objects include two morphosyntactic forms: semantic recipients of ditransitive clauses marked with the lative case, and semantic themes of ditransitive clauses marked with the instrumental. The category of directional adverbials includes both lative-marked (semantic Goal) and ablative-marked (semantic Source) expressions of direction. These functions share many common functional features: DOs and instrumental-marked indirect objects (IOs) represent the same semantic role, the patient or theme. Directional adverbials – ablative- and lative-inflected directional nouns – are very close to lative-marked IOs, also because half of them are marked with the same morphological case, the lative. The ablative-marked directionals include also possessive adverbials, e.g. human referents appearing in the semantic role of source. My data prove that the syntactic behaviour of directional adverbials is closer to that of IOs than, for example, locational adverbials.

Moreover, these syntactic functions share many features concerning their placement inside the syntactic template. Slot 6 is here called the D-slot; the letter D refers to the mutual initial letter of two of the three functions, and the very adjacent phenomenon of “ditransitive”. This slot is mainly occupied by lative-marked IOs, directional adverbials and DOs. Furthermore, the placement of these D-arguments is mainly divided between slots 6 and 8. Slot 4 can also be occupied by a D-argument, but much less frequently. The division is very clear: when the arguments in question are focal, they are placed in Slot 8, while in other cases they are placed in Slot 6. Many of the D-arguments placed in Slot 6 are also secondary topics (see Section 2) of the corresponding sentences, especially DOs.

For example, Skribnik (2001: 223) and Bíró (2015: 55) have already shown that the focal argument is always placed immediately before the predicate. In my analysis this means Slot 8, and my data strongly support their observations. Placing the most focal argument in Slot 8 explains a lot about the variation between placements of D-arguments (and of other arguments presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6). This is demonstrated by the following examples (22–30).

Example (22) is from a story about a man and his family. His life changed when his father was called up to the army. The expression ‘call up to the army’ is mentioned for the first time here and is the focus of the sentence, so the directional expression occupies the focus slot:
In (23), both the first-person and third-person singular referents are inherently topical elements, and the new information is that the speaker is sending greetings. The topical (secondary topic) IO is placed in Slot 6, and the focal DO in Slot 8.

As mentioned earlier, a nominal DO normally follows the subject and precedes the predicate, but its placement is not restricted to the slot immediately before the verb. A DO can also be followed by IOs or temporal, locational or other adverbials, if any of them is in a focus position. In my data, 50% of all DOs are placed in Slot 6 (D-slot), 45% in Slot 8 and the rest – more marginal cases that are not discussed here – in other slots. This variation can be explained by pragmatic reasons. Those DOs appearing in Slot 6 are also pragmatically classified as secondary topics (see Section 2). 99% of all DOs placed in Slot 6 are also accompanied by the objective conjugation. Correspondingly, those DOs placed in Slot 8 are pragmatically classified as foci, and they are accompanied by the subjective conjugation.

The following three examples (24–26) include a DO immediately preceding the verb. As can be seen from the context, in all of them the DO is the most focal argument of the clause. For that reason these DOs are also accompanied by the subjective conjugation (for comparison, see 27–28). In (24), the speaker has spoken about her career in the immediately preceding sentences, and she mentions the report for the first time. The focus of the sentence is what she is doing at the time:
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Temp:2–DO:8–V:9

(24) Ань доклад+нэпак щёпит-эг-ум.
    Ań doklad+nēpak sōpit-ēy-um.
    ‘Currentlly I’m writing a report.’ (LS 1/2018: 6)

Example (25) describes the situation in a village. In the previous sentences it has been explained what other things villagers do for a living, and here fishing is added to the list:

SA:1–DO:8–V:9

(25) Мăхум хуль алыщл-эγ-ыт.
    Măχum čūl aliśl-ēγ-ət.
    ‘People go fishing.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

Example (26) is from a story about an old man’s life: first it is told that he lived in a sovkhoz and worked as a fisherman. This sentence is about the next step: later on he did many kinds of work in the same sovkhoz.

Man:2–Loc:3–DO:8–V:9

(26) Ты конипал совхоз-т саъсэр ръпата вăр-эс.
    Ti konipal sowχoz-t sāwsɐr rūpata wăr-əs.
    ‘Besides that, he did many kinds of work at the sovkhoz.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

In both (27) and (28), the DO is placed in the sixth slot. The DO is the secondary topic of the clause (see Section 2) and accompanied by the objective conjugation. In (27) the DO is followed by a manner adverbial, and in (28) by a temporal adverbial. In (27) a speech has been discussed earlier, and it is mentioned for the first time that it was in Mansi (not in Russian):

SA:1–DO:6–Man:8–V:9

(27) Эква потр-е мăньши лăтĕ-ыл
    Ėkwa potr-e măńši lătě-əl
    ‘The lady had written her speech in the Mansi language.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)
In (28), the man has already seen a reindeer watching him, and the reindeer tells the man that he has been following him for a while. The man is the secondary topic and accompanied by the objective conjugation. The temporal expression is the focal element of the clause:

\[\text{SA:1–DO:6–Temp:8–V:9} \]

(28) Ам наŋын хосат тάɡыл вāɡ-лум [...]

\[
\text{Am naŋən ḵosat tāγəl wāγ-lum [...]
1SG 2SG.ACC long.time completely know-SG<1SG}
\]

‘I know you very well, for a long time now [...]’ (LS 15/2017: 15)

Instrumental-marked IOs are placed immediately before the verb (Slot 8) in 99% of cases, because they tend to be focal. When a speaker chooses the right sentence structure for the situation (see Section 2), the focal patient is placed in the syntactic function of IO. In other words, the pragmatic variation between different three-participant constructions only allows a focal argument to occupy the syntactic function of IO.

Example (29) is from a news article about people with accommodation problems, stating that the poor family in question was given a special kind of house by the authorities.

\[\text{SP:1–IO:8–V:9} \]

(29) Тāн тамле кол-ыл мај-вē-с-ят.

\[
\text{Tān tamle kol-əl maj-wē-s-ət.}
3PL like.that house-INS give-PASS-PST-3PL
\]

‘They were given a house like that.’ (LS 1/2018: 5)

In (30) the people in question have participated in a snow-sculpture competition, and the reader knows that they have won first prize. The new information is that they were given a diploma for their work:

\[\text{SP:1–Man:4–IO:8–V:9} \]

(30) Тāн ты хури вāр-м-аңыл маāгсыл

\[
\text{Tān ti χuri wār-m-anəl māysəl}
3PL this sculpture make-PTCP.PST-POS.SG<3PL for
\]

‘They were awarded a diploma for making the [snow] sculpture.’ (LS 1/2018: 16)
The following table describes the placements of DOs, directives, DOs and IOs. The table describes how the pragmatic variation between different sentence structures (see Section 2) affects the placement of individual syntactic functions. DOs and directional adverbials represent both pragmatic secondary topics and foci – and vary between the two slots correspondingly – while instrumental-marked IOs tend to be foci and occupy Slot 8. The placement of lative-marked IOs is very concentrated in Slot 6, and the most focal ones are placed at Slot 8.

### Table 3: Placement of D-arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6. (Neutral/Secondary Topic)</th>
<th>8. (Focus)</th>
<th>other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directional adverbials (lative, ablative)</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOs</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOs (lative)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOs (instrumental)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.4. Placement of adverbials: time, location and manner

According to my data, the placement of adverbials is relatively regular and easy to explain. Temporal, manner and locational adverbials have their own slots, which they occupy with some exceptions due to pragmatics. In short, Slot 2 is for time, Slot 3 for location and Slot 4 for manner. In the event that there is more than one adverbial of any type in one clause, the last one is placed at Slot 5. As described in Section 5.4, Slot 8 is for the most focal argument of the clause, and it can also be occupied by focal adverbials of time, location and manner.

The placement of temporal expressions is concentrated in Slot 2, which supports Rombandeeva’s views (see Section 1). In 72% of cases in my data, temporal expressions are placed in Slot 2. Further, 13% of temporal expressions are placed in Slot 0 due to their scene-setting status (see Section 5.2), 11% in Slot 5, and 4% (the focal ones) placed in Slot 8.

Example (31) is from the beginning of a news text about the Russian president’s visit to Khanty-Mansiysk. The president is the narrative topic and also the clausal primary topic. The temporal adverbial is in the default position.

---

9. Adverbials of location, manner and time appearing as scene-setting adverbials are discussed in Section 5.2.
Example (32) is from the story about the old man, Ekur. The previous sentences have explained where he studied and what he did during his studies. The story continues here. Again, the temporal adverbial is in the default position.

SA:1–Temp:2–Temp:5–Pred:8–V:9
(32) Екур Тобольский рыбтехникум āstla-m-e
Ekur Tobol'skij ribteχnikum āstla-m-e
Ekur Tobolsk adj college.of.fishery graduate-pst.ptcp-poss.sg<3sg
juipālt sāw tāl ribak-əy rūpita-s.
after many year fisher-transl work-pst.3sg

‘After graduating from the College of Fishery in Tobolsk, Ekur worked for many years as a fisherman.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

As already stated in 5.2, in some cases (22% of all entries with a scene-setting adverbial) the scene-setting adverbial is placed at Slot 0 in my analysis. In these examples, all the other arguments – including subjects – occupy their regular slots, while the scene-setting adverbial is placed at the very beginning of the clause. In other words, the subject is not placed at Slot 7: it appears at Slot 1 before the other adverbials, but following the scene-setting one. In (33), the temporal expression is in a scene-setting function and placed at Slot 0. Interestingly, the subject of the clause is not a topical expression but belongs to an all-in-focus structure. The uncle of the man referred to with a possessive suffix is mentioned for the first time. The fact that he started to learn dancing and playing is new information as well.
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Locational expressions are placed in slots 3 (78%) and 5 (14%) – except the most focal ones, which are placed in Slot 8 (6%), and those representing scene-setting adverbials at Slot 0 (2%). In this phase of the analysis, I faced the question of how to distinguish an adverbial in Slot 3 from one in Slot 8, if there is only a subject, an adverbial and a verb in the sentence (see also Section 5.3). The question was solved in the final phase of the analysis by comparing the pragmatic analysis to the templatic order: if the adverbial is recognized as a focus in the pragmatic analysis, it is placed in Slot 8, and if not, it is placed in Slot 3.

In both (34) and (35) there is a local expression in Slot 3. Both sentences are drawn from articles about people’s life stories: in (34) the local expression is a deictic pronoun, referring to a location mentioned in the previous sentence, and already familiar to the reader. The focus of the sentences is the temporal expression:

(34) Таб төнт хөт тәл-ә әл-ыс.
Taw tōnt čōt tāl-e әl-əs.
3SG there six year-poss.sg<3sg live-pst.3sg
‘He lived there for six years.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

In (35), the expression of location is the focus of the sentence and placed in Slot 8. The new information in the sentence is the adverbial answering the question about where the interviewed old man was born.

10. In this point my approach differs from Rombandeeva’s: I discuss directional and locational expressions separately. Directional adverbials are discussed in Section 5.3, and they have more in common with dative adverbials.
In (36), there are two locational adverbials. The first was mentioned recently, but the second and more specific one is new information. The first local adverbial in Slot 3 refers to Beryozovo, where the man was said to have lived. The second is the focus of the sentence specifying the location or employer where he started to work in Beryozovo, building some new houses.

In (37), the scene-setting locational adverbial occupies Slot 0, and the focal temporal adverbial follows it at Slot 2. There is no overt subject: as a highly topical element it is only referred to with a verb ending (zero anaphora). The name of the village (Southern Narykary) provides the framework within which the main predication holds, and the new information provided is the length of time the old man spent in the village.
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томи́й тот ӧл-ыс.
*tomи́y tot ӧl-as.*
this.way there live-pst.3sg

‘He lived in Southern Narykary in the same way until he got old.’ (LS 9/2014: 13)

Manner adverbials are most frequently placed in Slot 4: 75% of the manner adverbials in my data are placed in Slot 4, 19% in Slot 8 due to their focus position, and 6% in Slot 0 due to their scene-setting function. Manner adverbials include adverbs (often identical with adjectives) and postpositional phrases. Example (38) is from a news text about a public event and represents a typical neutral declarative sentence. The manner adverbial is placed in its default position, before the local adverbial.

SA:1–Man:4–Loc:5–V:9

(38) Няврам-ыт ща́гт-ым тот хайтыйт-эг-ыт [...] 
*Няврам- automát тот хайтыйт-эг-ат [...]*
child-pl glad-ADV there run.around-prs-3pl

‘Children were running around there happily [...]’ (LS 1/2018: 16)

The order in (39) is exceptional in my data: the topical DO is placed in Slot 4, with the manner adverbial directly following it. This is rare from the perspective of syntactic order, but from a pragmatic point of view it is quite natural: from context we know that the horned head of the reindeer is an accessible argument, but the way he shakes it is not. In the immediately preceding sentences, we learn that the reindeer got new horns from the humans. Now the animal is proud of the horns: pride is the focal phenomenon.

SA:1–DO:4–Man:6–V:9

(39) Сāлы о́йка а́ньт-ыи по́жк-е ёрыныш та 
*Sāli ojka а́ньт-эп по́жк-е jorэпээ́ та*
reindeer male horn-adj head-poss.sg pr<3sg proudly ptcl

нёвумтапт-ыс-тэ.
*нёвумтапт-ыс-te.*
shake-pst-sg<3sg

‘So the reindeer shook his horned head proudly.’ (LS 15/2017: 15)
Finally, 17 samples in my data belong to the group “other adverbials”. As mentioned above, “other adverbials” include, for example, adverbials of reason or condition, and they behave in the very same way as the adverbials of time, location or manner. Most of them function as scene-setters and are placed at Slot 0.

5.5. Placement of agent adverbials, negation particles, nominal predicates and infinitives

Quite a diverse group of functions share the same slot within the syntactic order: agent adverbials, negation particles and nominal predicates (including nouns, adjectives and participles), and the infinitives. Their syntactic functions are very systematically placed at Slot 8. However, there are two distinctive reasons for the appearance of these functions in the aforementioned slot. First, agent adverbials represent pragmatically focal arguments. This is a natural consequence of the fact that focal arguments tend to occupy syntactic non-core positions and occur inflected in oblique cases. If a semantic agent were topical, it would appear as a syntactic subject. In the event that a semantic agent is focal, it appears as a syntactic agent and is inflected in the lative case. Secondly, negation particles, infinitives and participles are closely related to the finite verb: they are parts of complex predicates\(^\text{12}\) (see e.g. Alsina et al. 1997; Amberber et al. 2010).

The placement of infinitives is indicated in Appendix, but detailed further conclusions concerning them are not presented. The infinitive is not a syntactic function, but it is a syntactic phenomenon in many ways. In my data, 90% of the infinitive forms are placed in Slot 8: this is not because they all are focal but because they belong to complex predicates. Participle forms of verbs are not a separate group in the table in Appendix, because there are only a few of them, but they are included in the group of nominal predicates. It is still worth mentioning that those few occurrences are placed immediately before the verb.

As demonstrated in previous sections, Slot 8 is the default slot of the pragmatic function of focus. In addition, as described above, it is a default slot for elements that are parts of complex predicates. One of the most typical components in Slot 8 in my analysis is the negation particle (see

---

\(^{12}\) Complex predicates are predicates which are composed of more than one grammatical element (either morphemes or words), each of which contributes a non-trivial part of the information of the complex predicate (Alsina et al. 1997).
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also Wagner-Nagy 2011: 80–81). Example (40) is from a newspaper article about a community-supported house-building project to help poor families. In the previous sentences, it has been told how many families and what amounts of money are involved. Now it is mentioned that the money is not paid in cash directly to the families.

SP:1–Dir:6–Neg:8–V:9

(40) Ты олн-ыт кăт-ын ат ми-ве-т.

Ti oln-at kăt-an at mi-we-t.
this money-pl hand-LAT NEG give-PASS-PRS.3PL

‘This money is not given in cash.’ (LS 1/2018: 13)

Nominal predicates are predicative elements, or at least parts of complex predicates, but also inherently focal elements: their function is to give more information about the features of something which is already accessible. Mansi is a language where adjectival and some nominal predicates appear without copula. In my data, 73% of all nominal predicates are placed in Slot 8, as in (41): these ones are accompanied by a Verb. The further 15% are placed in Slot 9: these are nominal predicates without a copula (42). The remaining 12% appear in Slot 4.

SA:1–Pred:8–V:9

(41) Сăхарка колтăгыл мăхм-анэ ёт ōлупса-ныл

Săχarka koltăγəl măχm-anə jot ōlupsa-nəl
Zakhar family people-poss.pl<3pl with life-poss.pl<3pl

tăрвитың-ыг ēмт-ыс.
tărvitâŋ-əɣ jēmt-əs.
difficult-transl become-pst.3sg

‘Life got very hard for Zakhar and his family.’ (LS 15/2017: 15)

As described above, sometimes a nominal predicate or a participle occupies Slot 9 instead of a (finite) Verb (42). That is because the nominal predicate appears without a copula and fulfils the same functions that the verb normally does. Example (42) is from a folklore tale about a man living in the Urals. In the previous sentences, the reader learns that winter has come. The focus of this sentence is on what the winter is like. The sentence is built from a shared scene-setting adverbial and two independent clauses with a subject and a nominal predicate, connected together with a conjunction.

225
5.6. Question words and interrogative structures

Finally, some attention has to be paid to questions. In many languages, the constituent order of interrogative sentences is different from that of declarative ones. In Mansi, interrogative sentences are produced in a very similar way to declarative sentences. A more detailed picture would require a separate study based on more extensive question data, but according to the few questions appearing in my data, the constituent order proves to be not so different from that presented above. In wh-questions, the question word normally occupies the focus slot, and the other constituents are placed similarly as in declarative clauses.

We can see that both (43) and (44) are SA/SP-initial, verb-final sentences, where the wh-word occupies the focus slot:

Addr:0–SA:1–Loc:3–V:9
(43) Дмитрий Игоревич, на́й х̄о́т яныгма́-с-ы́н?
Dmitri Igorevitš naŋ χ̄ōt janiγma-s-ən?
Dmitriy Igorevich 2sg where grow.up-pst-2sg
‘Dmitriy Igorevich, where did you grow up?’ (LS 1/2020: 12)

SP:1–WH:8–V:9
(44) Акв тамле ковёр манах х̄о́таль вāр-аве?
Akw tamle kowjor manaχ χ̄ōtal wār-awe?
one like.this carpet how.many day make-pass.prs.3sg
‘How many days does it take to make a carpet like this?’ (LS 1/2020: 13)

Polar questions are produced without separate interrogative structures: in speech the question is expressed with intonation, and in writing with a question mark. The constituent order follows the rules presented above, as in (45) and (46):

(42) Нёр-ы̄ тэ́лы аши́рма-тэ сака ӈа́hra ос
Nör-ət têli aširma-te saka ӈaŋra os
Ural-LOC winterly frost-poss.sg<3sg very harsh and
тый-тэ осы̄г.
tujt-te osəŋ.
snow-poss.sg<3sg deep

‘In the Urals the winter frost is very harsh, and the snow is deep.’ (LS 15/2017: 15)
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Loc:3–SA:7–V:9
(45) Пāвл-аннын-т ат āстл-ым кол-ыт āл-ēг-ыт?
Pāwl-anənt at āstl-əm kol-ət āl-ēɣ-ət?
village-2PL-LOC NEG prepare-PTCP.PST house-PL be-PRS-3PL
‘Are there any not ready-built houses in your village?’ (LS 1/2018: 5)

SA:1–Loc:3–V:9
(46) Сӯкъръя Саранпāвил лъпат āл-ы?
Sūkərja Sapanpāwel ləpat āl-i?
Shchekur’ya Saranpaul near be-PRS.3SG
‘Is Shchekur’ya village situated near Saranpaul?’ (LS 22/2019: 13)

6. Results, conclusions and further questions

In this article, I have presented a template-based analysis of Northern Mansi constituent order. Northern Mansi is a language where information structure is primarily expressed with syntactic variation between active and passive and between different clause types, but also the constituent order is connected to information structure. My analysis enables simultaneous observation of both the syntactic and pragmatic levels. The preceding section showed how syntactic functions occupy constituent order positions. Most of the functions have two or three alternative slots, and the position of a syntactic function varies between them. Within the 9+1 slots, there are very obvious alternation pairs which behave systematically in the data, and the reasons for this variation are pragmatic.

After recognizing and distinguishing the most typical types of order of syntactic functions, I connected a pragmatic level to the analysis. I added the pragmatic functions primary topic, focus, scene-setter and neutral. Table 4 shows how these pragmatic functions fit the model of ten syntactic slots. Some slots are primarily occupied by syntactic functions. When the placement of one syntactic function alternates between two slots, this can be explained by pragmatic reasons. Some slots are primarily reserved for particular pragmatic functions, and the position of the syntactic functions varies a lot. For example, the syntactic subject appears in the clause-initial position when representing the pragmatic primary topic, and closer to the clause-final verb when there is a scene-setting temporal or locational adverbial.
Table 4: Placement of syntactic and pragmatic functions in the 9+1 slot model. (An empty cell means that the pragmatic or syntactic perspective is not relevant to the slot in question.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Pragmatic default</th>
<th>Syntactic default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Scene-setter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Primary Topic</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loc-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Neutral/Secondary Topic</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Focus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Predicate (verb or nominal predicate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The default placement of the subject is in the sentence-initial position, possibly preceded by a conjunction. This tendency is connected to the topicality of the syntactic subject: in transitive structures, the pragmatic role of primary topic occupies the syntactic function of subject. The most topical arguments tend to occupy sentence-initial positions. When the subject is placed near the predicate to Slot 7, only a few particular arguments can be placed between them. According to my data, these arguments are 1) instrumental-inflected IO, 2) agent adverbial, 3) DO and 4) the infinitive or participle form of a verb, which belongs to a complex predicate. The most focal argument is placed immediately before the predicate. Because of the pragmatic variation between the different clause structures (see Section 2), this cannot be any argument: the most topical elements are placed in syntactic core roles. The most typical syntactic functions expressing the pragmatic focus function are DO, IO, directional adverbial, agent adverbial and nominal predicate.

In my data, the arrangement of constituent order is twofold. First, the basic constituent order is connected to the order of syntactic functions. Mansi is basically an SOV language. Secondly, particular syntactic functions alternate between two or more slots, depending on which pragmatic function they represent. Some slots are always occupied by a particular pragmatic function, which can be represented by several syntactic functions.

The main results of the syntactic and pragmatic analyses are:
1. The same template model can be applied to both active and passive clauses, and to different clause types.
2. The verb – or in the case of a clause without a copula, a nominal predicate – occupies the clause-final position, possibly followed only by conjunctions or other particles.
3. Topical arguments tend to occupy sentence-initial positions.
4. The most focal element is always placed in Slot 8, immediately before the verb.
5. The placement of the subject (SA/SP) varies between two slots: sentence-initial and two slots before the verb. Variation is due to pragmatic motivation.
6. DOs, IOs and directional adverbials share various common features – both semantic and syntactic – and common slots.
7. Temporal, locational and manner adverbials are placed immediately after the SA/SP, with the temporal component always coming first. When there is a clause-initial scene-setting adverbial, it is placed before the subject.

Finally it is worth mentioning that many of my results are identical or similar to the observations of Rombandeeva (1984: 58–60) on Mansi word order. My data wholly support Rombandeeva’s statements about the subject and its attributes always preceding the predicate, the predicate always attending the sentence-final position, adverbials preceding the predicate, and the direct object usually being between the subject and the predicate. Also her statements that a focal expression of location is placed immediately before the predicate, and attributives always immediately precede the word they belong to, are wholly supported.

Further, the differences between Rombandeeva’s observations and my results concern the placement of expression of time and location. According to Rombandeeva, the expression of time always precedes the subject and is placed in the sentence-initial position. My data show quite clearly that the expression of time precedes the subject only when it is in a scene-setting function. The default placement of temporal adverbials is in Slot 2, immediately after the subject. According to Rombandeeva, the expression of location is immediately before the predicate, or in the sentence-initial position. Also in this case my results differ from hers. According to my data, there are two stable slots for locational adverbials. The default placement is in Slot 3, and if there are several expressions of location in one sentence, the second one is in Slot 5. Further, the focal adverbials are placed at Slot 8. I also discussed the directional adverbials as a separate category, not
a part of the locational adverbials. As proven by my data, locational and directional adverbials do not behave identically: locational adverbials tend to appear before the manner and directional adverbials, while the directional ones are placed after the locational and manner adverbials.

Certain more marginal details and questions concerning Mansi constituent order have been excluded from this study and will hopefully be topics of further studies. For example, the placement of conjunctions is only briefly mentioned in the analysis, while the original template showed clear tendencies for variation among conjunctions. The slight differences between the occurrence of SAs and SPs, and a detailed analysis of the placement of complex predicates should also be discussed in more detailed studies. Moreover, different kinds of marginal chain effects, i.e. a change in one property leading to changes in others, have not been presented here, but a detailed presentation of these would be very fruitful.

Nonstandard abbreviations used in glosses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAT</th>
<th>lative case</th>
<th>STRESS</th>
<th>stressed form (of a personal pronoun)</th>
<th>TRANS</th>
<th>translative case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTCL</td>
<td>particle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other abbreviations

1-P    1-participant          IO_{INSTR}  instrumental-marked IO
2-P    2-participant          IO_{LAT}  lative-marked IO
3-P    3-participant          Loc       adverbial of location (semantic role)
Addr   addressing word        Man       adverbial of manner
Ag     agent (semantic role)   Pred      nominal predicate (syntactic function)
AgA    agent adverbial (syntactic function) Rec      recipient (semantic role)
Dir    adverbial of direction  SA        subject of an active clause (syntactic function)
DO     direct object (syntactic function) ScSA    scene-setting adverbial
DOA    Differential Object Agreement  SOC  Secondary Object
DOM    Differential Object Marking  Construction
IOC    Indirect Object Construction  SP     subject of a passive clause
IO     Indirect object (syntactic function) Temp  adverbial of time
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Appendix: Frequency of syntactic functions in my data in the 9+1 slots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal predicate</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject, active</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject, passive</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal adverbial</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locational adverbial</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner adverbial</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional adverbial (lative or ablative)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other adverbials</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO&lt;sub&gt;INSTR&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO&lt;sub&gt;LAT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent adverbial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitive&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a.</sup> In this table, the placement of infinitives and some other functions may overlap. In such cases, both an infinitive and a DO, a directional or some other adverbial are placed in the same slot. Consequently, both are calculated in the total number of occurrences. This exceptional arrangement concerns only infinitives, for further details see Section 5.5.